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Upwelling in a stratified coastal Ocean 
In the two layer linear model the interface displacement η’ can 
outgrow the assumption η’<<h.
 
 
 
In some cases the is possible to have a surface outcroppping and off shore displacement of the 
pycnocline 
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Upwelling in a stratified coastal Ocean 
An alternative to the two layer model seen before is to use the  
Potential vorticity equation: 
 
 
 
 
 
(see lesson about the governing equations) 
The equation is applied separately to the top and bottom layers. 
 
ASSUMPTIONS: 
Interface and bottom friction are neglected 
 
Wind stress is assumed to be evenly distributed over the top layer 
 
The wind stress is exerted as a short burst so that the top layer has no time to change depth 
 
A  spatially uniform top layer depth depth and a sparially uniform wind stress gives a zero curl of 
the wind force and then:  
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Upwelling in a stratified coastal Ocean 
The two layer model configuration is now as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Following the wind stress impulse,  the two layer system is allowed to adjust to a geostrophic 
equilibrium whose final state is computed here ignoring inertial oscillations. 
 
The 2 layer model (x<0) as usual considers an infinite coast, but with layer depth changes now 
comparable to equilibrium depths h=ht and h’=hb.  
x0
Upwelling in a stratified coastal Ocean 
During the application of the wind stress the long shore force balance 
Is as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The force of the wind is supposed evenly distributed over the top layer only 
Time derivative are TOTAL, following the motion of fluid column in the top and bottom layer. 
 
After time integration equations above become: 
 
 
 
dv
∂t + fu =
u*2
ht
∂v '
∂t + fu ' = 0
v+ fξ = Iht
v '+ fξ ' = 0
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With : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
v+ fξ = Iht
v '+ fξ ' = 0
I = u*2t =
τ w
(y)
ρ
∫ dt
ξ = udt
t
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ξ ' = u 'dt
t
∫
Cross shore  
displacements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Upwelling in a stratified coastal Ocean 
In this case during the adjustement  potential vorticity is conserved, 
Since the curl of the wind stress vanishes . Therfore the inititial  (v=0) 
Potential vorticity equal the potential vorticity after adjustement: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Remember that  
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Planetary vorticity:      f=2Ωsinθ
 
Relative vorticity (vertical component): 
 
Absolute vorticity:  
 
 
Potential vorticity: 
 
ξz =
∂v
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∂y(ξz + f )
ξz + f
H +η
 Again along y no pressure  
Gradient can develop  
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 Velocity gradients 
After adjustement 
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Geostrophic equilibrium of the 2 LAYERS flow field after adjustement is given by: 
fv = g ddx h+ h '( )
fv ' = g ddx h+ h '−εh( )
x0
v = gf
d
dx h+ h '( )
v ' = gf
d
dx h+ h '−εh( )
} ε = gρ '− ρρ '"#$ %&'x < x0( )
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v+ fξ = Iht
v '+ fξ ' = 0
f + dvdx = f
h
ht
f + dv 'dx = f
h '
hb
v = gf
d
dx h+ h '( )
v ' = gf
d
dx h+ h '−εh( )
                                                6 linear equations for 6  
                                                 unknowns: 
                                                 h, h’, v, v’, ξ, ξ’
                                                  4 equations of motions, 
                                                  2 vorticity equations 
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v ' = gf
dh '
dx
 applies only in  
the TWO-layer  
portion 
v = gf
d
dx h+ h '( )
v ' = gf
d
dx h+ h '−εh( )
} ε = gρ '− ρρ '"#$ %&'x ≤ x0( )
 Between the coast and x=x0  only 
bottom layer fluid is existing after 
adjustement and  we have: 
x > x0( )
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v ' = gf
dh '
dx x > x0( )
 Also: 
 
 
 
 
Applies in this region and both may be used to eliminate v’ to define a single equation for h’  
 
 
 
                                       multiplying each term by f , dividing by g and re-arranging: 
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 similarly from these equations  3 of the 4 variables can be eliminated 
 to arrive at a single equation for h
x < x0( )
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 solution of the system gives the position of the offshore pycnocline displacement x0: 
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Deformation radius 
relative to the variable 
bottom layer 
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 The pycnocline shape is given by: 
 
 
 
 
 
The correspondent velocity difference between the two layers is: 
h = ht 1− exp
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x ≤ x0( ) c2 = fR2
 The bottom layer velocity is given by: 
 
 
 
 
 
v ' = − fx0
ht
hb
x ≤ x0( )
